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DSV philosophy: Through awakening consciousness, we are empowered with knowledge and skills to
unconditionally serve others.
NEXT MEETING

Sunday 20th June 2010

PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Recently my husband Phil and I enjoyed a
week’s holiday at Phillip Island. We did the
usual tourist things – went to the koala sanctuary
and the Nobbies, watched the penguin parade
and visited Churchill Island. In the past those
who owned this island over the years, always
had the best interests of the land and the
animals. Now it’s owned by the Victorian
Government and the rangers are keeping up the
same fine traditions. We enjoyed soaking up the
wonderful energy there.
As part of the penguin parade, we had an
Eco tour, and learned about the history and
habits of the penguins. The ranger mentioned
the shearwaters – seabirds who also inhabit the
area. Apparently the parents migrate to the
Aleutian Islands near Alaska, leaving their chicks
behind in burrows until they’re able to make the
16,000km journey later themselves. It seems
incredible that those chicks manage so well,
without any parental guidance to help them learn
to fly and make such a spectacular migration
over such a huge distance. Their instincts seem
to work like powerful, inbuilt intuition.

When we dowse we use our intuition, but
most of us need tools to indicate what our
collective bodies know naturally. Some
experienced dowsers know an answer just as
they form a question, with answers confirmedby
their dowsing tools. Before using your own tools,
why not stop for a moment to see if your body
indicates the answer. You might sense or hear a
message, or have a physical sensation. Check
for “yes” and “no” responses to practice. Another
way to do it is to let one arm drop straight down
at your side, then watch to see whether it will
swing like a pendulum in response to a question.
Winston Churchill said “all people are offered
help by their Intuition – but most pick themselves
up and escape as fast as is possible!” Let’s
listen and see what happens instead.
At our April AGM we were sorry to farewell
Anne Smith from the Committee as we’ll miss
her many valuable contributions. Meanwhile we
welcomed a new member, Tony Hill and look
forward to having him work with us. I’m pleased
to say that all other members chose to continue
and I was once re-elected as your President.
Lyn Wood, President

NEXT MEETING
Time & Date:
th
2.00 pm, Sunday 20 June 2010
(1.30 pm for dowsing practice)
Place:
Mount Waverley Community Centre,
Miller Crescent, Mount Waverley
(Opposite Mount Waverley Railway Station)
Melway: 70 E 1
Parking at rear, off Holskamp St. which runs off
Stephensons Road

A short-tailed shearwater
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OUR NEXT MEETING
We have a happy surprise in store for our
st
next DSV meeting on Sunday 21 June.
Instead of a designated speaker, we will
showcase some of the many ways you can use
dowsing with different methods for particular
situations.
We’ll set up a number of tables, each
exhibiting dowsing in a particular way. For
example, we’ll have one table where map
dowsing will be demonstrated, giving you the
chance to ask an experienced map dowser
some of the ins and outs of the best ways to
approach this. There’ll be another table set aside
to show how to test for the quality of food, the
benefit to individuals for particular vitamins and
the types of healing modalities most suited for a
presenting health problem. We’ll devote another
table to pendulum dowsing for healing, another
to highlight the best way to work with rods for
aura, and so on.

We featured a similar dowsing exhibit a few
years ago and it was very popular indeed.
Please bring your dowsing tool of choice and
take the opportunity to ask questions.

OUR LAST MEETING
Bernadette Saulenier’s presentation about
dowsing for health was very well attended and
very popular. Her talk was wide ranging across
many aspects of healing and how she
approaches this so extensively in her own
practice as a naturopath, homeopath and
reiki/sekh’m teacher.
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above) which produces a temperature rise of 2
degrees F. To gain the maximum temperature
rise a total of five pentagrams needs to be
created covering the same area and your house
and garden will be warmer in 7-14 days with the
maximum temperature raise after 14 days. You
need to beware that sticking a mercury
thermometer or a ferrous metal object into the
ground may remove part or all of the dowsing
effect as discovered by the Scilly Isles farmers.

USING THE DOWSING EFFECT TO
CUT YOUR HEATING BILL
By Paul Craddock ©
http://www.healthyandwise.co.uk

History
Dowsing can help in many areas and is
adaptable to our current needs in these worrying
times. And surprisingly, it can be used to
increase the temperature of your home thus
saving you money on your fuel bills! In 1982 the
late A.P. Tabraham published a booklet on Solar
Energy & Dowsing in the Isles of Scilly (off the
south west tip of Cornwell, UK). This was
followed by an addendum in 1992. The booklets
document the research and methods used by
farmers to raise the soil temperature in order to
get their flowers to bloom in time for the lucrative
Christmas market. Traditionally they had burnt
straw in mid summer on the growing area and
for an unknown reason this had the desired
effect. Eventually this became uneconomical and
they experimented with other methods such as
using gas burners and polythene sheeting with
limited success, the research continued and it
was found that using dowsing rods it was
possible to detect the areas that had been burnt
over in June when dowsing in January to the
exact inch! Experiments found an increase in soil
temperature in these areas of plus 2 degrees F.
They were able to confirm through research that
the dowsing effect was linked to the temperature
rise in the soil and that it was long lasting in to
the winter. After an unusual period of snow, they
came to the conclusion that the dowsing effect
caused the temperature rise and was able to
protect the plants during cold weather. It was
also found that metal could conduct this dowsing
effect and could drain it away.

Practicalities
I have used this method with other dowsers
over the years on and off and usually managed a
2 degrees C temperature increase but haven’t
always made the 5 Pentagrams. Often it is not
possible to walk right around your home on the
outside if it is semi detached or a flat for
example, in which case draw a plan of you’re
building then draw in the Pentagram enclosing
the area you wish the temperature raised,
following the same rules making sure there are
five points and they all join precisely then repeat
four more times and keep your plan some where
safe. Then check with your rods on site to make
sure the dowsing effect is detectable on the area
covered in your plan.
Action
So there you are, go and try it! It works for the
Scilly Isles farmers and helps them get their
flowers to market early. The scientific evidence is
documented in the booklets already mentioned.
There has never been a greater need to cut our
heating bills! mail@healthyandwise.co.uk

NEWSLETTERS BY EMAIL
Receiving our newsletters in colour by email
saves the trees, and the extra work to print and
post. You’ll get them earlier too !

Method
It was now clear the dowsing effect was
causing the rise in temperature. Research into
dowsing literature was conducted and it was
discovered that all that is required is to draw out
a five-sided figure, a Pentagon. It can be drawn
with a pen on paper, a stick on the ground, or
just by marking five points on the ground to form
the outline of a Pentagon while walking round a
large field or the outside of your home and/or
garden. The essential thing is that the first point
must be touched again to complete the
Pentagon; if even the smallest gap is left no
dowsing effect is produced. So check it
immediately with your dowsing rods. One
Pentagon equals one burning over (see history

Please note, this is an extract of the DSV
June 2010 newsletter. By joining the DSV you
can receive the full edition. Please check our
website for details about becoming a member
now: www.dsv.org.au

Please write the DSV 2010 Meeting Dates in your diary today …
th

th

th

th

20 June, 29 August, 17 October, 28 November
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